INSTRUCTION SHEET

Surface Cleaner Assembly

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS - This sheet contains important instructions that should be followed during installation and use of the surface cleaner.

WARNING Certain components in this product and related accessories contain chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. Wash hands after handling.

Equipment Description
The surface cleaner has dual high pressure water jets that spin rapidly breaking up dirt and grime without streaking or striping surfaces. The 12 in. (30.5 cm) wide surface cleaner gently glides across surfaces, quickly and easily cleaning large horizontal areas such as garage floors, driveways and patios. The lightweight enclosure contains the spray eliminating messy overspray and backsplash.

WARNING The high pressure stream of water that this equipment produces could cut through skin and its underlying tissues, resulting in serious injury and possible amputation.
Spray gun traps high water pressure, even when engine is stopped and water is disconnected, which could result in serious injury.

- DO NOT lift or tilt surface cleaner from horizontal surface while connected to spray gun. Release spray gun trigger prior to lifting or tilting.
- ALWAYS press red button and squeeze spray gun trigger to release high pressure, every time you stop the engine.

How to Use the Surface Cleaner
1. Pull back collar on quick-connect end of wand and pull nozzle off. Store nozzle in holder provided on the accessory tray.
2. Pull back on collar, insert surface cleaner and release collar. Ensure the collar slides all the way forward. Tug on surface cleaner to make sure it is securely in place.
4. Place surface cleaner on horizontal surface, push the red button to release the trigger lock on spray gun and pull the trigger.

WARNING Risk of eye or bodily injury. Spray or rotating parts under shroud could propel objects resulting in serious injury.

- ALWAYS wear indirect vented (chemical splash) safety goggles marked to comply with ANSI Z87.1 when using or in vicinity of this equipment.
- NEVER substitute safety glasses or dry-condition goggles for indirect vented safety goggles.
- ALWAYS wear protective clothing such as a long-sleeved shirt, long pants and close-toed shoes.
- Keep surface cleaner in contact with horizontal surface while connected to the spray gun.
- Remove foreign objects from surface prior to cleaning.

WARNING Rotating parts under shroud could crush or cut resulting in serious injury.

- DO NOT reach under shroud when surface cleaner is connected to the spray gun.
- Disconnect surface cleaner from spray gun when not in use or before servicing.

NOTICE Before starting the pressure washer, be sure you are wearing safety goggles as described below.

NOTICE Detergent cannot be applied with the surface cleaner.